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1. Introduction
In this paper we deal with the concept of the Linguistic Fuzzy Logic Controller as presented, e.g. in [9].
Recall that its linguistic description is given by the set of linguistically formulated IF{THEN rules

R = fR1 ; R2 ; : : : ; Rm g:

(1)

The di erence from standard interpretation is that these rules are taken as linguistically expressed logical
implications and the inference method is the modus ponens in fuzzy logic in broader sense (cf. [6]). In
paper [11] the method for learning of the linguistic description from data was presented. In this method,
one of the key roles has been played by the concept of linguistic context which means speci cation of the
meaning of terms such as \small ", \rather big", etc. which is given not only by shape of the membership
function but also its width and position on the numerical scale. As the universe of discourse is in our
case some interval of real numbers, the linguistic context may be speci ed by setting of its smallest and
the highest values, respectively.
Each rule takes the form

Ri =

IF X1 is Ai1 AND : : : AND
Xn is Ain THEN Y is Bi

The variables X1 ; : : : ; Xn are independent and Y is dependent. As is well known, form of these rules
determines the kind of fuzzy controller, i.e. PI, PD or PID. In LFLC the linguistic context of the
independent variables is determined automatically. Originally, the context of the dependent variable had
to be set by the user. Our recent results make now possible to interpolate the context of the dependent
variable from known values ([1]).
In [11] we have introduced a method for automatic generation of the linguistic description for fuzzy
control from the data and have shown that it successfully controls the process in a way similar to the
fuzzy control designed \by hand". For demonstration we have used the software packet LFLC 1.5 (see
[10]) which has been developed at the University of Ostrava. This packet makes possible to design and
tune the linguistic descriptions as well as simulate fuzzy control of simple processes in a closed feedback
loop.
The basic idea is the following. Suppose that a successful fuzzy control of a plant be provided, for
example, by skillful operator. When monitoring this control, we obtain data which can be used for the
generation of the linguistic description. The goal is to control successfully the plant using the generated
linguistic description. Hence, successful automatic generation can replace the laborious period of the
design and tuning of the linguistic description.
For the experiments, we have used the following procedure.
1. Set the kind of fuzzy controller, whose linguistic description will be generated, i.e. PI, PD of PID
fuzzy controller.
2. Set the linguistic context for each variable (error, its derivative and control action of its derivative).
3. Generate linguistic rules from the data.
The method we have used nds a typical term for the given value in the given linguistic context. The
procedure which makes this possible is implemented in LFLC.
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Furthermore, the generated linguistic description is used to simulate the fuzzy control of the same
process and using the same context (and time samples) as were assumed for the imitation of the control
(see [11]). In our demonstration we considered the PI fuzzy controller and a simple process y + y = u(t)
whose control will be simulated.
One of the problems of the generated linguistic description is that a rule is generated to each data
item. For larger data this might lead to extremely big descriptions which, moreover, would contain a lot
of super uous information. Hence, the subsequent goal is to nd methods for its reduction. Two basic
approaches can be employed. First, we have to realize that the linguistic description is a set of logical
formulas representing content of the linguistic statements. Hence, one way of reduction consists in its
logical analysis. The second approach can be based on ltering of the input data and nding smaller
number of signi cant points which can be used for the generation of the rules. In this paper, we focus
mainly on the second approach.
0

2. Properties of the linguistic description
We consider the linguistic description with the independent variables error (E ) and change of error (dE )
and the dependent variable change of control action (dU ).
The linguistic values used have the following form:

hmodi erihatomic termi
In this basis three basic atomic terms small (Sm), medium (Me), big (Bi) and the term zero (Ze) are
used. The meaning of each terms can be modi ed by linguistic modi ers extremely (Ex), signi cantly
(Si), very (Ve), rather (Ra), more or less (ML), roughly (Ro), quite roughly (QR), very roughly (VR) for
atomic terms small and big and linguistic operators rather (Ra), more or less (ML), roughly (Ro), quite
roughly (QR) and very roughly (VR) for atomic terms medium.
In the previous experiment, we have generated the following linguistic description (see Fig. 1).
It is assumed that, in general, every linguistic description should have the following properties:
 completeness,

De nition 1 (see [4]) A linguistic description is complete if any combination of input values
results in an appropriate output value.
When checking the above linguistic description, we see that it is not complete (in practical applications almost no rule base is complete).
 consistency,

De nition 2 (see [4]) A linguistic description is inconsistent if there are two rules with the same
rule-antecedent but di erent rule-consequent.
Concerning the consistency an alternative de nition says that a linguistic descriptions is inconsistent
if there are two rules with the same rule-antecedents and mutually exclusive rule-consequents.
If we look at rules number 17 and 18 (see Fig. 1) then there are two rules with the same rule{
antecedents but rule consequents are not mutually exclusive. Hence, our linguistic description is
not inconsistent.
 continuity,

De nition 3 (see [4]) A linguistic description is continuous if it does not have neighboring rules
with output fuzzy sets that have empty intersection.

Concerning the continuity we will consider the linguistic description in matrix structure. Then two
rules are neighbors if their cell are neighbors. When checking our linguistic description we can see that
it is continuous. In [4] the authors concentrate on the Mamdani's type of inference which, in principle, is
3

an interpolation of some (precise) function dU = f (E; dE ) unknown to us and characterized only vaguely
(cf. [6]).
Our approach is based on the assumption that the rules are logical implications. In this case, the
information about continuity is not so important for us.

3. Reduction of the linguistic description by interpolation
Koczy in [7] proposed to reduce a dense rule basis using interpolation. The result is minimal necessary
number of rules and all other rules in the original rule basis are replaced by interpolation algorithm
(he used Lagrange-method) and can be generated with a certain accuracy which is prescribed before
interpolation.
Our approach is based on interpolation of the data having been obtained as a result of successful
control by hand (see Fig. 4). In our case, the data consist of triples
(E; dE; dU );

(2)

i.e. they represent PI fuzzy control of the process. The linguistic description is generated from these
data.
Our goal is to reduce number of rules in the linguistic description. Therefore, we nd a good interpolation, omit some of the data and generate the new reduced linguistic description. The goal is to obtain
approximately the same results as when using non-reduced description.
First, we have tried the Lagrange interpolation method. After many experiments we found that
by omitting some of the values the obtained results after applying the interpolating algorithm were
unsatisfactory. Obviously, this is caused by the fact that the Lagrange interpolating method is not very
useful for practical applications.
Therefore we were looking for better method. We used the program Mathematica and one of its
facilities for nding least-squares ts to data. We had to specify a list of functions and tried to nd
a linear combination of them which approximated
P our data very well. The optimal tting function is
obtained by minimizing the quantity 2 = i (Fi fi ) where Fi is the value of the ith data point and fi
is the value which we obtain from the t. The Mathematica Fit function nds the result by computing
product of the response vector with the pseudoinverse of the design matrix.
The function we have used had the form
F it[B; f1; x; y; x  yg; fx; yg]

where B is the above mentioned data. The best tting function is
f (x; y) =

0:0444144 + 0:00807156  x
0:780903  y 0:0137213  x  y:

Using this function, we have generated new data and from them we generated new linguistic description
(see Fig. 2). As in the previous case, this linguistic description is incomplete, consistent and continuous.
The PI control using this description is a little worse than using the original one (see Fig. 5).
However, when the method for learning of the linguistic context (see [1]) has been introduced, the control
has signi cantly improved (see Fig. 6). Recall that the linguistic context learning method is based on
the interpolation of the linguistic context of the dependent variable from known values.
Finally, we tried to omit some of the rules. We checked the situations
(E1 ; dE1 ; dU1 );

(E2 ; dE2 ; dU2 )

in which the di erence jdU1 dU2 j is small. Then one of these triples can be omitted. At present, this
procedure has been made manually.
The result are 8 triples (2) on the basis of which, new reduced linguistic description has been obtained
(see Fig. 3). This description successfully controls the process in a way analogous to the imitated control
above (the linguistic context learning method has been used again) (see Fig. 7). Obviously, the reduced
linguistic description is incomplete, consistent and continuous.
4

4. Conclusion
The method for learning of linguistic description from data of linguistic oriented fuzzy control was recalled
(see [11]) and methods for reducing the linguistic description using interpolation were investigated. Two
methods were considered. The rst one was the Lagrange-method and the second one the function Fit
of program Mathematica. The second approach seems to be more suitable because the reduced linguistic
description successfully controls the process. If the method for learning of linguistic context is used then
the results will be better. Recall that all the experiments have been realized using the Linguistic Fuzzy
Logic Controller (see [9]).
In future, we will further develop the method of reduction of the linguistic description based on the
data. Furthermore, as it is a set of logical implications, we will also study the methods for its reduction
on the basis of the logical analysis. It may be expected that combination of both methods will lead to
satisfactory results.
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Fig. 1. The original linguistic description generated from data.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

If
If
If
If
If
If
If

E is +ExBi
E is +ExBi
E is +RaBi
E is +QRBi
E is MLMe
E is +QRSm
E is +RaSm

and
and
and
and
and
and
and

dE is -VeSm
dE is -Sm
dE is -Sm
dE is -Sm
dE is -VeSm
dE is -VeSm
dE is -VeSm
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then
then
then
then
then
then
then

dU is +ExBi
dU is +VeBi
dU is +VeBi
dU is Bi
dU is +RaBi
dU is +RaBi
dU is +VRBi

8. If
9. If
10.If
11.If
12.If
13.If
14.If
15.If
16.If
17.If
18.If

E is +VeSm
E is +ExSm
E is -ExSm
E is -SiSm
E is -SiSm
E is -ExSm
E is -RoZe
E is +RoZe
E is +RoZe
E is -RoZe
E is -RoZe

and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and

dE is -SiSm
dE is -SiSm
dE is -ExSm
dE is -RoZe
dE is +RoZe
dE is +ExSm
dE is +RoZe
dE is +RoZe
dE is -RoZe
dE is -RoZe
dE is -RoZe

then
then
then
then
then
then
then
then
then
then
then

dU is +RaMe
dU is +RoSm
dU is +VeSm
dU is -SiSm
dU is -SiSm
dU is -VeSm
dU is -ExSm
dU is Ze
dU is +ExSm
dU is +RoZe
dU is Ze

Fig. 2. The new linguistic description generated from data.
1. If
2. If
3. If
4. If
5. If
6. If
7. If
8. If
9. If
10.If
11.If
12.If
13.If
14.If
15.If
16.If
17.If
18.If

E is +ExBi
E is +ExBi
E is +RaBi
E is +QRBi
E is MLMe
E is +QRSm
E is +RaSm
E is +VeSm
E is +ExSm
E is -ExSm
E is -SiSm
E is -SiSm
E is -ExSm
E is -RoZe
E is -RoZe
E is +RoZe
E is +RoZe
E is -RoZe

and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and

dE is -VeSm
dE is -Sm
dE is -Sm
dE is -Sm
dE is -VeSm
dE is -VeSm
dE is -VeSm
dE is -SiSm
dE is -SiSm
dE is -ExSm
dE is -RoZe
dE is +RoZe
dE is +ExSm
dE is +RoZe
dE is +RoZe
dE is +RoZe
dE is -RoZe
dE is -RoZe

then
then
then
then
then
then
then
then
then
then
then
then
then
then
then
then
then
then

dU is Bi
dU is +ExBi
dU is +SiBi
dU is Bi
dU is +MLBi
dU is +RoBi
dU is +VRBi
dU is +RaMe
dU is +QRSm
dU is Sm
dU is +ExSm
dU is -ExSm
dU is -SiSm
dU is -SiSm
dU is -ExSm
dU is -ExSm
dU is -ExSm
dU is -ExSm

Fig. 3. The new reduced linguistic description.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

If
If
If
If
If
If
If
If

E is +ExBi
E is +RaBi
E is MLMe
E is +VeSm
E is +ExSm
E is -SiSm
E is -ExSm
E is +RoZe

and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and

dE is -VeSm
dE is -Sm
dE is -VeSm
dE is -SiSm
dE is -SiSm
dE is -RoZe
dE is +ExSm
dE is -RoZe
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then
then
then
then
then
then
then
then

dU is Bi
dU is +SiBi
dU is +MLBi
dU is +RaMe
dU is +QRSm
dU is +ExSm
dU is -SiSm
dU is -ExSm

Fig. 4. Generating of the linguistic description on the basis of the imitated control.

Fig. 5. Simulation of fuzzy control using the original linguistic description.
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Fig. 6. Simulation of fuzzy control using the new linguistic description.

Fig. 7. Simulation of fuzzy control using the new reduced linguistic description.
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